MediMLP: Using Grad-CAM to Extract Principal Variables for Lung Cancer Postoperative Complication Prediction.
Lung cancer postoperative complication prediction (PCP) is significant for decreasing the perioperative mortality rate after lung cancer surgery. In this paper we concentrate on two PCP tasks: (1) the binary classification for predicting whether a patient will have postoperative complications; and (2) the three-class multi-label classification for predicting which postoperative complication a patient will experience. Furthermore, an important clinical requirement of PCP is the extraction of crucial variables from electronic medical records. We propose a novel multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model called medical MLP (MediMLP) together with the gradient-weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) algorithm for lung cancer PCP. The proposed MediMLP, which involves one locally connected layer and fully connected layers with a shortcut connection, simultaneously extracts crucial variables and performs PCP tasks. The experimental results indicated that MediMLP outperformed normal MLP on two PCP tasks and had comparable performance with existing feature selection methods. Using MediMLP and further experimental analysis, we found that the variable of "time of indwelling drainage tube" was very relevant to lung cancer postoperative complications.